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Abstract

The complete characterization of rock masses implies the acquisition of infor-

mation of both, the materials which compose the rock mass and the discontinuities

which divide the outcrop. Recent advances in the use of remote sensing techniques

-such as Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR)- allow the accurate and dense ac-

quisition of 3D information that can be used for the characterization of discontinu-

ities. This work presents a novel methodology which allows the calculation of the

normal spacing of persistent and non-persistent discontinuity sets using 3D point

cloud datasets considering the three dimensional relationships between clusters.

This approach requires that the 3D dataset has been previously classified. This

implies that discontinuity sets are previously extracted, every single point is la-

belled with its corresponding discontinuity set and every exposed planar surface
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is analytically calculated. Then, for each discontinuity set the method calculates

the normal spacing between an exposed plane and its nearest one considering 3D

space relationship. This link between planes is obtained calculating for every

point its nearest point member of the same discontinuity set, which provides its

nearest plane. This allows to calculate the normal spacing for every plane. Finally,

the normal spacing is calculated as the mean value of all the normal spacings for

each discontinuity set. The methodology is validated through three cases of study

using synthetic data and 3D laser scanning datasets. The first case illustrates the

fundamentals and the performance of the proposed methodology. The second and

the third cases of study correspond to two rock slopes for which datasets were

acquired using a 3D laser scanner. The second case study has shown that results

obtained from the traditional and the proposed approach are reasonably similar.

Nevertheless, a discrepancy between both approaches has been found when the

exposed planes members of a discontinuity set were hard to identify and when the

planes pairing was difficult to establish during the fieldwork campaign. The third

case study also has evidenced that when the number of identified exposed planes

is high, the calculated normal spacing using the proposed approach is minor than

those using the traditional approach.

Keywords: Spacing Discontinuity 3D Point Cloud Rock Mass LiDAR 3D

laser scanner
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1. Introduction

Rock mass, which can be defined as blocks of rock material separated by dis-

continuities, such as joints, faults, bedding planes, and so on (Bieniawski (1989)),

is one of the most important concepts in rock engineering. The discontinuity

properties (i.e., spacing, persistence, roughness, infilling, weathering and pres-

ence of water) have a capital importance on the geomechanical behaviour of the

rock mass (Bieniawski (1973); Priest and Hudson (1976)), and are usually char-

acterized through classical time-consuming techniques (e.g. compass which are

commonly utilised in order to obtain discontinuity orientation and also conven-

tional measuring tapes which are used for the estimation of discontinuity spacing;

Palmstrom (2001)). Alternatively to manual discontinuity characterization, it is

possible to use remote sensing techniques to acquire 3D information of the terrain

with high accuracy and high spatial resolution (Jaboyedoff et al. (2012)). The two

most commonly employed remote sensing techniques for discontinuity analysis

are Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) and digital photogrammetry.

Nowadays, LiDAR and digital photogrammetry techniques are widely ac-

cepted techniques for discontinuity analysis (Abellán et al. (2014); Jaboyedoff

et al. (2012); Oppikofer et al. (2009); Viero et al. (2010)). The number of pub-

lications has exponentially grown in the last years and has been able to success-

fully extract the orientation of discontinuities (Slob et al. (2005); Olariu et al.

(2008); Sturzenegger and Stead (2009b); Sturzenegger et al. (2011); Jaboyedoff

et al. (2007); Garcı́a-Sellés et al. (2011); Khoshelham et al. (2011); Gigli and

Casagli (2011); Lato and Vöge (2012); Riquelme et al. (2014)). Once discontinu-
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ities are identified and the 3D point cloud is classified, it is then possible to use

this information to analyse spacing (Oppikofer et al. (2009); Slob (2010)), per-

sistence (Sturzenegger and Stead (2009a); Sturzenegger et al. (2011); Umili et al.

(2013)) and roughness (Haneberg et al. (2007); Sturzenegger and Stead (2009a);

Oppikofer et al. (2011)).

The aim of this paper is to present a new method for the calculation of dis-

continuity spacing from a rock mass using 3D point clouds. The main novelty of

this method is that the proposed methodology allows to compute the discontinuity

spacing of persistent and non-persistent discontinuities, which are usually studied

considering an infinite plane approach. The studied area must be representative

of the rock mass properties and only those discontinuities that can reasonably be

considered as planes should be studied, otherwise this method could lead to sig-

nificant errors in the determination of the discontinuity spacing. The input of this

method is a 3D point cloud, where each point has previously been classified by

an assignment to a discontinuity set and to an aggregation of points belonging to

the same discontinuity plane (hereinafter referred to as ’cluster’). Any reliable

method that classifies the points and extracts their cluster planes can be applied.

The approach used in this paper is the Discontinuity Set Extractor (DSE, avail-

able on http://personal.ua.es/en/ariquelme/), an open source software developed

by Riquelme et al. (2014), which allows the user to calculate the cluster planes

with the discontinuity set orientation or with the best fitting plane.

To summarize, the proposed methodology extracts rock mass discontinuities

from rock masses affected by persistent and/or non-persistent discontinuity sets
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using 3D point clouds through the open source software DSE. Then, the relative

location of the clusters on the space is analysed and the spacing between the dif-

ferent discontinuities is calculated. Finally, the results obtained in three different

case studies using the proposed method have been compared with those derived

from field observations and discussed.

2. Previous considerations

Discontinuity spacing plays a key role in the behaviour of the rock masses and

has to be accurately computed. The ISRM considers the spacing as a descriptive

index and recommends to measure it counting the number of discontinuities that

cut a traverse line of known length (ISRM (1977)). However, new remote sensing

techniques as LiDAR allow to perform a more realistic and accurate measurement

of discontinuity spacing in three dimensions for each different discontinuity set.

2.1. Considerations on discontinuity spacings

In 1970, Piteau (Piteau (1970)) proposed a widely used method to calculate

the spacing between discontinuities. This author proposed the use of a scanline

survey technique for the calculation of the discontinuity intensity. This parameter

was defined as the number of discontinuities per unit distance, assuming a normal

direction to the strike of a set of discontinuities (Priest and Hudson (1976)).

Originally, the ISRM defined the spacing between adjacent discontinuities as

the distance between two correlative discontinuities which cut a traverse line of

known length (ISRM (1977)). The ISRM recommends to express it as a mean
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fracture spacing in meters or millimetres (as in core logging). More recently,

Palmstrom (Palmstrom (2001)) stated that the discontinuity set spacing is the nor-

mal or minimum distance between individual discontinuities within a discontinu-

ity set. He claimed that in the case of surface observations (traces), it is usual to

use the average of spacing for these sets and that frequently, it is possible to find

random discontinuities, which do not necessarily belong to any discontinuity joint

set. This spacing has influence on the rock mass global behaviour, and defines its

block size for each discontinuity set.

Consequently, the three types of discontinuity spacings can be summarized as

(Priest (1993); Slob (2010)):

• Total spacing: distance between a pair of adjacent discontinuities measured

along a specific line, e.g. a scanline.

• Set spacing: distance between subsequent discontinuities or average spac-

ing between discontinuities from the same set.

• Normal set spacing: distance between a pair of adjacent discontinuities,

from the same set, perpendicular to the average orientation in that set.

2.2. Existing approaches for the discontinuities spacing calculation

In practice, analysis of discontinuity spacing using digital information (e.g.

digital photographs, orthophotos, 3D point clouds, etc.) can be carried out from

several approaches:
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• Graphical analysis using scaled digital images. This method is quite similar

to the fieldwork approach. It requires to properly identify, and accurately

measure, the orientation and frequency of visible discontinuity surfaces or

traces in a rock slope.

• 2D approaches and profile sections (Oppikofer et al. (2011); Slob (2010)).

This is a widely used approach in order to compute discontinuity spacing

using point clouds. Its main drawback is that results strongly depend on the

chosen profile or virtual scanline.

• Fracture estimation analyzing two-dimensional fracture trace information

gathered from digital images of exposed rockfaces (Kemeny and Post (2003)).

• Spacing analysis using 3D spatial relations. Normal spacing is calculated as

the minimum distance (i.e. orthogonal distance) between exposed planes,

measured in a perpendicular direction to one of those planes. If the two

planes are not parallel, the distance depends on the location of the measuring

line, but if they are parallel, it is a non-directional dependent method. This

is the approach considered in this work to compute discontinuity spacing.

2.3. Cluster orientation

The rock outcrops members of a discontinuity set are usually not perfectly

parallel due to natural structure complexity and to uncertainties of technique.

The normal procedure for measuring discontinuity spacing consists on inter-

secting both discontinuities by an arbitrary line. Then, the intersection of this line
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with the two planes defines two points, and the spacing will be equal to the dis-

tance between these two points. Although the orientation and spatial location of

this line plays a capital role on the calculation of the discontinuity spacing, there

is no common agreement on the parametrization of this variable. For instance,

some authors define the direction of this line as parallel to the normal vector of

the discontinuity set, nevertheless the spacing values are still affected by the ar-

bitrary selection of the line location (Slob (2010)). This problem can be fixed

considering that all clusters have the same orientation of the principal plane of

the given discontinuity set, which is a reasonable assumption when the discon-

tinuities are parallel within the studied region. Therefore, in this approach it is

required that the normal vector of each cluster plane is equal to the normal vector

of the discontinuity set.

3. Methodology: the 3D spacing approach

3.1. Input data

Every point of the point cloud has to be previously assigned to a discontinuity

set and to a given cluster (see Appendix A). The necessary inputs for every point

are:

• (X,Y,Z) coordinates

• Discontinuity Set id

• Cluster id
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• Normal vector of the discontinuity set (A, B,C) (eq. 1)

• Normal vector of the cluster (A, B,C) (eq. 1)

• Plane position of the cluster: parameter D (eq. 1)

where the plane equation is written as:

A · x + B · y +C · z + D = 0 (1)

3.2. 3D discontinuity spacing calculation

The normal spacing is the distance between discontinuity planes measured

along an orthogonal scanline (Palmstrom (2001)), but this definition is not easy to

apply when the data are discontinuity planar outcrops unlinked and distributed

in the 3D space (point cloud clusters). In this case, these planes may not be

intersected by a orthogonal scanline and thus it is needed to make some hypothesis

to apply the previous definition.

Unlike existing methods which presume full persistence (e.g. Slob (2010)),

non-persistent discontinuities are considered in our methodology. This assump-

tion adds an additional complexity to the discontinuity spacing calculation. A

key point of our approach is the fact that the link between clusters is defined

considering the three dimensional relationships between clusters,calculating the

spacing by measuring the orthogonal distance between a given cluster and its

nearest neighbour cluster. A graphical clarification of this concept is given in fig-

ure 1, where in order to provide a simpler and more comprehensive explanation,
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the discontinuities have been represented in 2D. This figure shows an orthogonal

cross-section of the point cloud containing six different clusters and the differ-

ent approaches used for calculating their normal set discontinuity spacing: full

persistent and non-persistent procedures. When considering non-persistent dis-

continuities (figure 1b), cluster 3 is the closest feature to cluster 1. Nevertheless,

when considering full persistent discontinuities (figure 1a), cluster 2 is the clos-

est feature to cluster 1. Then, the calculation of the discontinuity spacing for each

cluster generates a completely different distribution of discontinuity spacing: con-

sidering full persistence the mean normal spacing results 16.28 units and consid-

ering non-persistent discontinuities the mean normal spacing results 27.16 units.

These results show close resemblance to the ones using standard geomechanical

stations, where measurements are taken between close discontinuity surfaces or

traces.

Therefore, for calculating the distance between clusters we operate as follows:

firstly, all the cluster planes are sorted in ascending order by using the D parame-

ter, giving as a result the list Dsorted. Then, the algorithm creates the point set R,

which includes all the points of the discontinuity set omitting the points contained

on the first cluster. For each point of this cluster, the algorithm searches for the

nearest neighbour point within the data set R. The closest point is member of its

closest cluster, and thus, its corresponding distance is the spacing between these

two clusters. The algorithm continues with the corresponding following cluster

in the list Dsorted. The points of this cluster are excluded from the R data set

in order not to repeat spacings calculations. The process continues until all the
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clusters are computed. At the end, a list of spacing values is provided, including

the cluster identifiers used for this calculation.

The pseudo-code of the proposed method is shown in algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Calculation of the normal spacing using 3D point clouds

procedure Spacing calculation

Input: Point Cloud P=(X, Y, Z, DS id, cl id, A, B, C, D)

Output: Spacing = (DS id, cl1 id, cl2 id, spacing, cl1 D, cl2 D)

counter = 1

for each joint set i do

Pi ← P ⊲ P: points member of DS id i

Pi ← Sort Pi by D parameter ⊲ in ascending order

Dsorted ← D values of all the points of Pi

Dsortedid ← cluster ids of all the points of Pi

create group R ≡ P(points members of Pi except cluster id Dsortedid(1))

for each cluster j do

create group Q ≡ Pi(points members of Pi and cluster id Dsortedid(j))

Dist ← Distance from all the points of Q to all the points of R

p← nearest point from Q to R

pid ← id of the cluster that contains the point p

D1 ← D parameter of the cluster that contains the cluster id Dsortedid(j)

D2 ← D parameter of the cluster id pid

spacing(counter)← [DS i, cl Dsortedid(j), pid, |D1−D2|,D1,D2]

create group R ≡ R(points members of R except cluster id Dsortedid(i))

counter ← counter + 1

3.3. Statistical analysis

The statistical analysis calculates the non-parametric distribution by means of

the kernel density estimation technique (Silverman (1986)). The normal spacing

is calculate as the mean of the calculated distances. Moreover, in this work the

following population statistics are calculated: min, max, mode, mean, maximum

density value and standard deviation.
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24,5
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(a)

(b)

Virtual scanline

Figure 1: Scheme of the cluster linking and the discontinuity normal set spacing considering

(a) full persistence and (b) non persistence of the discontinuities. Blue thick lines represent the

discontinuities.
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4. Case studies

In this section, the above described method is applied to three different cases

of study. The first one corresponds to a synthetic case in which a regular table is

modelled. In the second and third case studies, the discontinuity spacings of two

rock slopes are analysed using 3D data acquired by means of a 3D laser scanner.

Case study 1 focuses on how the spacing is calculated, illustrating the establish-

ment of the connections between clusters. Case studies 2 and 3 correspond to real

rock mass surfaces, and their aim is to demonstrate the reliability of the proposed

method to calculate discontinuity spacings of rock slopes through 3D point cloud

data acquired by terrestrial remote imaging techniques.

4.1. Case study num. 1: dining table (synthetic point cloud)

This case study analyses a very simple geometry: a small dining room table

shown in figure 2a and b. In this case the 3D point cloud was generated by means

of a simple Matlab code (MATLAB (2013)).

4.2. Case study num. 2: rock slope I (El Campello, Spain)

This case of study analyses a rock slope excavated in limestones located in

El Campello (SE Spain). The approximate size of the analysed area is 7.5x2.5 m

(figure 3). The 3D dataset was acquired by a laser scanner survey developed on

January 12th, 2015 with a Leica C10 laser scanner. In order to reduce shadow

areas, the data acquisition was performed in three separate stations using planar

targets as reference points and the point cloud was registered using data from a

13
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Figure 2: Case study 1. (a) Map of the studied table, dimensions in meters; (b) synthetic point

cloud of the table, where all sides of the table are orthogonal.
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8.3333 m 2.3333 m

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3: Case study II: rock slope in El Campello, SE Spain. (a) Picture of the site; (b) picture of

the fieldwork campaign; (c) 3D point cloud acquired with 3D laser scanner; (d) analysed sector.

digital map (SIGNA http://signa.ign.es/signa/). The studied sector was subsam-

pled obtaining a point cloud with 26884 points (a point density of 1250pts/m2).

4.3. Case study num. 3: real rock slope II (City of Alicante, Spain)

In this case study a urban rock slope excavated in marly limestones in the

city of Alicante (SE Spain) is analysed. This rock mass presents some practical

difficulties for its characterization for four reasons: (a) most of the discontinuity

surfaces are smoothed by weathering; (b) the strata is slightly folded and eventu-

ally affected by several normal faults; (c) In addition, the sub-horizontal surfaces

are partially (or even completely) covered by debris due to the progressive degra-

dation of the materials located at the upper part of the slope; and (d) some of the

discontinuity sets are not persistent. Consequently, a representative outcrop of the

15
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Figure 4: Case Study 3: urban rock slope in the city of Alicante. (a) Picture of the site; (b) 3D

point cloud of the slope

rock mass has been selected to minimize these mentioned effects that can mask the

true discontinuities surfaces. The approximate size of the analysed area is 3x2m

(figure 4). The 3D dataset was acquired by a laser scanning survey carried out

on March 28th, 2015 with a Leica C10 laser scanner. In order to reduce shadow

areas, the data adquisition was performed in three separate stations using planar

targets as reference points and the point cloud was registered using data from a

digital map (SIGNA http://signa.ign.es/signa/). The studied sector was subsam-

pled obtaining a point cloud with 301089 points (a point density of 8x104 pts/m2).

5. Results

5.1. Case Study num. 1

The surface of the studied solid is defined by three orthogonal planes, and thus

three orthogonal discontinuity sets are expected to be found: J1 that refers to the

horizontal surfaces of the table and J2 and J3 which refer to the vertical planes.

The analysis shows three principal orientations, corresponding to the different

16
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DS Cli Cl j Di D j |Di − D j| Real distance Abs error Relative error

[m] [m] [m] [m] [m] [%]

2 1 4 -0.4927 -0.4485 0.0442 0.05 0.0058 12

2 4 6 -0.4485 -0.4392 0.0093 0.00 0.0093 -

2 6 3 -0.4392 0.4603 0.8995 0.90 0.0005 0

2 5 2 0.451 0.5068 0.0558 0.05 0.0058 12

2 3 2 0.4603 0.5068 0.0465 0.05 0.0035 7

Table 1: Case study 1, results (I): synthetic table. Cluster relations analysis and spacing calcula-

tions, discontinuity set J2.

sides of the table: four rectangular legs and the table top. This example aims

showing how the spacing is calculated. We focus our attention specifically on J2.

Figure 5a shows the members of the clustersof the joint set 2 (J2). The most re-

peated spacing should be 5 centimetres (figure 2) and a single value of 0,9 meters

should be found. The calculation process and the obtained results are, respec-

tively, shown in table 1 and figure 5. The first cluster used in order to calculate the

spacing is the right one (cluster 1 in blue) whose plane equation shows the lowest

D value. Once this cluster has been selected, the method searches for the follow-

ing nearest cluster (cluster 4 in yellow), and calculates the distance between the

cluster planes. The method continues with the following clusters sorted according

to the D parameter dimension in ascending order . The calculated distances and

the real distances between clusters are summarized in table 1 in which absolute

and relative errors in the determination of the spacing are also included.

5.2. Case Study num. 2

The 3D point cloud processed in figure 3 has been processed to extract the

identified discontinuity sets (see figure 6a). Six main orientations were obtained,
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Figure 5: Results (I): case study 1. (a) Discontinuity Set 2 depict. Six clusters (cl) are depicted,

cl1 in blue, cl2 in cyan, cl3 in green, cl4 in yellow, cl5 in orange and cl6 in brown. (b) Top view

of the table. Note that in order to calculate the spacing the relations between clusters are indicated

using black arrows.
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J1 J2 J3 J4

[m] [m] [m] [m] [m] [m] [m] [m]

Persistence no yes no yes no yes no yes

Min 0.011 0.011 0.103 0.046 0.029 0.029 0.087 0.087

Max 0.988 0.553 1.415 1.415 0.49 0.359 1.732 1.732

Max dens 0.147 0.098 0.149 0.102 0.116 0.072 0.155 0.158

Mode 0.011 0.011 0.103 0.046 0.029 0.029 0.087 0.087

µ 0.355 0.206 0.296 0.259 0.202 0.107 0.484 0.469

σ 0.348 0.179 0.309 0.329 0.135 0.075 0.528 0.534

n clusters 59 39 57 35

field value 0.247 1.425 1.000 0.650

Table 2: Case study 2, results (III): El Campello, Alicante. Statistic values of the spacing values.

Comparison between persistent and non-persistent discontinuities.

where J1 corresponds to the bedding plane and J2, J3, J4, J5 and J6 are subvertical

joints. Figure 6c shows the classified point cloud using 3D dataset, where each

discontinuity set is coloured. The studied sector was analysed using fieldwork data

and four discontinuity sets were obtained (see figure 6b), where J1 corresponds to

the bedding plane and J2, J3 and J4 are subvertical joints. The comparison of

both results shows that J1, J2 and J4 have been identified by both approaches.

Concerning the discontinuity set identified as J3 using fieldwork data, figure 6b

shows that it was extracted as a single discontinuity. Contrary the 3D analysis

showed that previous DS was not identified as a single DS. Actually there were

two discontinuity sets with statistic difference, but with similar dip direction and

dip. Moreover, the 3D analysis extracted J6, but the visual inspection showed that

actually this discontinuity set corresponds to the conjugated plane of J3.

The normal spacing was computed for each discontinuity set and results are

summarized in figure 7 and table 2.
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Figure 6: Case study 1, results (I): El Campello, Alicante. Discontinuity set analysis for case study

2. (a) Results using 3D dataset; (b) results from fieldwork; (c) classified point cloud.
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Figure 7: Case study 2, results (II): El Campello, Alicante. Statistical analysis of the spacings for

the case study num. 3. Non-parametric density function of the spacing values: (a) J1, (b) J2, (c)

J3 and (d) J4.
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5.3. Case Study num. 3

The 3D point cloud shown in figure 4b has been processed in order to extract

the discontinuity sets (figure 8a) and to classify the point cloud (figure 8b).

This analysis shows that discontinuity sets J1, J2, J3 and J4 are successfully

identified (figure 8b to f). J1 is the bedding plane and its exposed planes are

defined by the calculated clusters (see figure 8c). J2 is a sub-horizontal plane

which is partially covered by debris (see figure 8d). J3 is a sub-vertical plane

which is easily identified by its corresponding traces on the slope surface and its

outcropping planes (see figure 8e). J4 is a discontinuity poorly represented in

the slope that has been identified as their outcropping planes were statistically

significant (see figure 8f).

The non-parametric density functions for each discontinuity set are shown in

figure 9 a, b, c and d and summarized in table 3. As in previous case studies, spac-

ing values considering the full persistence hypothesis are smaller than the ones

obtained considering non-persistence hypothesis of the discontinuities. The field-

measured discontinuity spacings were obtained by identifying the discontinuity

traces and exposed planes which outcrop in the rock mass surface. Field values of

the spacing were acquired measuring the normal spacing of visible and accessible

exposed planes. This sampling method was applied to the bottom of the slope due

to the difficult and unsafe access to higher areas. These values were calculated

as the number of traces per meter, and then a correction (Terzaghi (1965)) was

applied considering the orientation of the surface and the discontinuity set orien-

tation. Finally, the field value of the spacing was calculated as the mean of all the
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Figure 8: Case study 3, results (I): city of Alicante. Statistical analysis of the planes. (a) Statistic

analysis of the planes; (b) discontinuity sets: J1 points are in blue, J2 are in green, J3 are in orange

and J4 are in brown; (c) Clusters of discontinuity set J1, (d) clusters of J2, (e) clusters of J3, (f)

clusters of J4
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Figure 9: Case study 3, results (II): city of Alicante. Statistical analysis of the spacings. Non-

parametric density function of the spacing values: (a) J1, (b) J2, (c) J3 and (d) J4.
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J1 J2 J3 J4

[m] [m] [m] [m] [m] [m] [m] [m]

Persistence no yes no yes no yes no yes

Min 0.02 0.02 0.037 0.037 0.024 0.024 0.075 0.075

Max 0.181 0.178 0.818 0.351 0.9 0.9 1.327 0.935

Max dens 0.057 0.052 0.09 0.077 0.611 0.399 0.284 0.372

Mode 0.02 0.02 0.037 0.037 0.024 0.024 0.075 0.075

µ 0.086 0.069 0.196 0.103 0.529 0.437 0.554 0.453

σ 0.051 0.042 0.202 0.075 0.323 0.344 0.488 0.361

n clusters 37 45 8 8

field value 0.172 0.224 0.397 0.503

Table 3: Case study 3, results (III): city of Alicante. Statistic values of the spacing values. Com-

parison between persistent and non-persistent.

spacings within a set.

6. Discussion

The proposed method in this work has been proven useful in order to calculate

discontinuity spacings and to identify cluster relations. Our approach is based on

the three coordinates of surface points and no additional attributes (e.g. reflectance

or colour) areconsidered. This fact implies that traces on the rock surface are not

taken into account, despite being a very useful information considered by other

authors in order to calculate spacing (Kemeny and Post (2003)). The proposed

methodology could be improved by considering information extracted from the

discontinuity traces. Furthermore, the fact that discontinuities are considered as

non-persistent implies that computed spacing values are higher or equal to those

calculated with the full persistence hypothesis.

The method was tested using two different sources of information (synthetic

data and 3D datasets using terrestrial LiDAR scans) showing a good adaptabil-
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ity. The first case study used synthetic data and allowed to explain the relations

between clusters and how spacing is calculated. In this case of study, due to the

geometry of the example, both, the persistent and non-persistent approaches have

to provide a similar normal spacing, as confirmed by the calculated mean absolute

differences between the real and the calculated normal spacings (5 mm) and the

mean relative difference (7.8%).

The second case study shows the algorithm application to a 3D point cloud

data set acquired by means of 3D laser scanner. Four discontinuity sets were ex-

tracted and normal spacings were calculated considering full persistence and non-

persistence hypothesis. Then the results obtained through the traditional method

and the proposed approach were compared. The results obtained through the pro-

posed approach showed that the discontinuity sets J1 and J4 had the same order of

magnitude than those obtained with the traditional approach. Contrary, it was ob-

served that the normal spacings obtained using 3D point clouds were significantly

minor than those obtained using the traditional method for J2 and J3. This incon-

sistency may be due to the fieldwork acquisition process and to the particular field

conditions. A possible explanation for this result is that: (1) these two discontinu-

ity sets were identified by their exposed planes and not by their traces; and that (2)

the exposed planes were not clearly linked at field and thus the minimum distance

between them was not accurately measured. Due to this fact, fieldwork spacing

data acquisition required: (1) first the identification of those surfaces that belonged

to the identified discontinuity set; (2) the visual identification of how each ex-

posed plane is linked to the nearest one; and (3) the normal spacing measurement
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between paired exposed planes. This process can be really hard if exposed planes

are not clearly mappable and if discontinuity sets have close orientations. Con-

trary, the use of 3D datasets allowed the analytical definition of exposed planes

and no physical restriction conditioned the spacing measurements. This is the rea-

son why using 3D point clouds more clusters were detected than when using the

traditional approach. Moreover, this effect had an influence on the minor resulting

normal spacing. This finding suggest that the use of 3D point clouds may lead to

different normal spacing values than those obtained using the traditional approach

when outcrop conditions difficult the data acquisition.

The third case study (rock slope in the city of Alicante, Spain) is a 3D laser

scanner dataset of an urban rock slope. The current results pointed that the cal-

culated normal spacings reasonably matched the field measurements values. Nev-

ertheless, the results derived from 3D point clouds are minor than those obtained

using the traditional approach when the number of extracted clusters is high. A

possible explanation for this fact is that during fieldwork several small clusters

were not identified, were considered as random isolated discontinuities or were

inaccessible. Thus, the analysis using 3D point clouds provided more clusters

within the same area, and computed discontinuities spacings were minor. On the

other hand, an experienced engineer would be able to identify clusters of a dis-

continuity set and also to discard non valid values, while DSE software would

consider all exposed planes with the same orientation. As a result, we can con-

clude that this method has to be used with a proper background in rock mechanics.

One of the strengths of the presented method consists on using the original
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information contained in 3D points during all the process, and considering dis-

continuities as non-persistent instead of considering all clusters as infinite planes.

Therefore, obtained results considering the non-persistence of discontinuities are

equal or higher than the ones obtained considering full persistence. Although the

method only uses the geometric information of the surface, there is still a very

valuable information to be considered, such as discontinuity traces from the rock

mass surface. In addition to this, although a great improvement in workflow au-

tomation is obtained using the proposed approach, a solid background in rock

mechanics together with fieldwork recognition is required for an optimum appli-

cation of the proposed method.

Further research lines point out to a continuous software development in or-

der to obtain geomechanical parameters (e.g. persistence, roughness, etc.) from

the scanned rock masses; furthermore, we support the development of a more re-

producible research thanks to new trends in code and data sharing under GNU

GPL license (e.g. www.reproducibleresearch.net). In order to contribute to the

latter, the complete 3D RAW and processed datasets will be freely available in

our website (www.3D-landslide.com/spacing).

7. Conclusions

A new method for calculation of discontinuity set spacings from 3D point

clouds data has been presented. This method is based on the classical definition

of the spacing, but instead of using a single virtual scanline our method uses the

relative positions of clusters to establish how they are linked.
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First, this paper considers the existing previous ways to calculate spacings,

and focuses specifically on those that use 3D point clouds. After the analysis,

some weakness of these methods are detected and some solutions are proposed to

fix them.

The input of the proposed method consists on a 3D point cloud data, where

each point is classified in relation to a discontinuity set and is assigned to a clus-

ter of points belonging to a given discontinuity set. Each cluster is fitted to a

plane parallel to the main orientation of its discontinuity set , and thus, all clusters

members of a discontinuity set are parallel. First, for each discontinuity set all

clusters are sorted in ascending order according to the cluster plane D parame-

ter. Following this sorted cluster identifiers array, the closest cluster is determined

for each cluster, and the normal spacing is calculated as the normal distance be-

tween them. The used cluster is then removed from the database in order to avoid

repeated links in following calculations. Consequently, as all cluster planes are

extracted parallel to their discontinuity set, spacing is calculated as the distance

between two linked clusters. As a result, spacing is calculated considering the non

persistence of discontinuities, which increases the reliability of the method.

This developed approach, which can be used to estimate discontinuity spacing

in inaccessible or dangerous outcrops, will help programming the 3D calculation

of the degree of fracturing on rock slopes. This will help rock mass scientists and

practitioners obtaining more accurate and more reproducible rock mass quality

assessment and block size distribution for quarrying. In addition to this, the pro-

posed approach considers the non persistence of discontinuities, and allows the
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possibility of considering persistence values for further researches.
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*Appendices

Appendix A. Cluster alignment

One of the discontinuity spacing analysis issues is that discontinuities are com-

monly non-persistent planes, except for the bedding planes in sedimentary rocks,

where they are usually full persistent. Discontinuities are usually characterized

at field from outcrops or traces. Then, if a discontinuity crops out in different

positions from the rock mass, it becomes hard to determine if they belong to the

same discontinuity (and therefore to a given plane) or not. From an analytical per-

spective, two set of points of the same discontinuity set will have the same normal

vector (A, B,C), and a different plane position value D (eq 1). It is unlikely that the

two clusters from the same discontinuity set present exactly the same D value, but

they will have similar values and thus can be erroneously interpreted as different

discontinuity planes.

In order to solve this ambiguity, a simple approach is proposed to state when

two clusters belong to the same plane. Let’s consider a cluster a that belongs to

the discontinuity set i. The points of the cluster are distributed around its cluster

plane. It is possible to calculate the distance of all the points members of a cluster

to its plane, obtaining a density function with mean µa and standard deviation

σa. Furthermore, let’s consider another cluster b, candidate to belong to the same

discontinuity than the cluster a, with a mean µb and a standard deviationσb. When

both sets of points from the clusters a and b are different parts of the same plane,

then these two clusters will be so close that there will be an important overlap
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Figure Appendix A.1: Density functions of the distance point to the best fit plane: (a) Normal

distribution of points to plane distance, where the first segment lengths two sigmas, the second

four sigmas and the third six sigmas; (b) Two clusters very close, two sigma lines overlap, (c) two

separated clusters, only three sigma lines overlap. The three horizontal lines are centered in the

mean value of each distribution. Each line lengths 2 · k · σ (k=1 bottom, k=2 middle, k=3 upper).

Note that the lines overlap depending on how close are the center of the distribution (µ) and the

dispersion of the points (σ).

of their respective density functions which will be higher than a certain threshold

value.

Since each 3D point data set has its own precision, the proposed test considers

the dispersion of the points by means of the standard deviation σ. Firstly, the

mean µ and the standard deviation σ of each distance distribution is calculated.

Secondly, the segment centered in µ that lengths 2k times the standard deviation σ

for each distribution is computed, where k is a positive number (figure Appendix

A.1a). Then, if the segments µ±k ·σ of both distributions intersect, it is reasonable

to consider them as members of the same plane, and thus, no spacing will be

calculated between those two clusters (figure Appendix A.1b). Otherwise, both

distributions will be considered to belong to different planes and the spacing will

be subsequently calculated if it is needed (figure Appendix A.1c).

It can be stated that two point clouds, members of planar surfaces with the
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same orientation (i.e. the same A, B and C parameters) and with Da and Db

parameters respectively belong to the same plane when:

k · (σa + σb) >= |Da − Db| (A.1)

where:

σa is the standard deviation of the cluster a;

σb is the standard deviation of the cluster b;

Da is the location parameter (eq 1) of the cluster plane a, equal to µa;

Db is the location parameter (eq 1) of the cluster plane b, equal to µb, and;

k is the parameter which controls how close the two distributions must be to

be considered as the same cluster.

Eq A.1 evaluates the intersection of the two density functions (i.e. the over-

lap between the sigma lines of both considered density functions in terms of σ;

figure Appendix A.1a). Low k values indicates that a high overlap between both

density functions is needed in order to consider that the two clusters have the same

position in the space (i.e. they are the same plane). The value of k · σ depends on

the accuracy of the point cloud, but experience shows that values of k = 1 usually

offer reasonable results.

Finally, if this test establishes that two clusters belong to the same disconti-

nuity, the parameter Db of the cluster b is then redefined as equal to the value of
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the parameter Da. In other words, at this step we perform an adjustment of the

position of the plane.

This adjustment should be applied for planar discontinuities. When the clus-

ters are too big or very wavy, the standard deviation and the length of the segment

2kσ are very high. Therefore, different clusters could be considered members of

the same discontinuity. Additionally, if spacing between discontinuities is of the

same level of magnitude than the instrumental error this adjustment should not be

applied, i.e. in foliated rock masses when using standard terrestrial LiDAR.
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A new methodology for the calculation of the rock mass discontinuities' spacing is presented 

The method's input is a 3D point cloud of a rock slope 

Discontinuities are considered as non persistent 

Different sources of information are used to validate the method 
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